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daily when one considers how little attention up to their
time had been given to the preparation of teachers. No
one could teach in the lower colleges who had not passed
through the course in philosophy, while professors in the
universities had first to complete the theological course.
Instruction was generally imparted orally, and then mem-
orized or taken down in lecture notes. The general
method used was the "prelection/7 which meant a pre-
liminary explanation of the passage or lectures upon the
topic under consideration by the teacher. It consisted in
giving, first, the general meaning of the whole passage or
proposition; then, a more detailed explanation of the
construction or phraseology; next, similar thoughts in
other authors; fourthly, "erudition/7 or informational
comment upon the passage; then, a study of the
rhetorical figures; and finally, the moral lesson to be
drawn.
Obviously, with such a method, great stress would be
placed upon memorizing, especially in the lower colleges.
To fix subjects firmly in mind, short hours, few studies,
and brief lessons were early found to be necessary. Like-
wise, reviews have always been frequent and systematic,
.and the Latin motto of the Jesuit method declares that
"repetition is the mother of learning.77 Each day began
with a review of the preceding day's work, and closed with
a review of the work just accomplished. Each week
ended with a repetition of all that had been covered in
that time, and the last month of every year reviewed the
course of the year. To maintain interest in the midst of
so much memorizing and reviewing, many devices to
promote emulation were used. The pupils were often
arranged in pairs as "rivals/7 whose business it was to
check on the conduct and studies of each other (Fig, 26);

